
Many people believe that is very important to make large amounts of money, while 
others are satisfied to earn a comfortable living, Analyze each viewpoint and take a 
stand. Give specific reasons for your position

Every one has a lot of dreams and wishes in his their life and choses his their lifestyle 
by themselveshis own self. Mankind always needs more and more intentionally. 
Generally people like to live luxuriously. But some of them prefer to live in expensive 
houses and drive fancy cars. Thease days people tend to Be more consumer wasteful 
than the past. They are very happy with expending a large amounts of money. Money 
gives them more power and more ability. 

In contrast, there are some people who are satisfied to earn as much money as they 
need. They believe that not only does not money not make them happy, but also it 
has a direct bad/adverse impacts on the quality of their life and their happiness. They 
think working hard and making a lot of money make/render people alone instead of 
delightful. As a result, they chose a simple life style. 

I, personally, believe that to have a good lifestyle, money is very important. In 
addition, it is not deniable that many problems are solved just by money. Especially in 
my country there are a lot of economic problems and if you cannot get enough money 
you would not live comfortablye. Suitable education, Good nutrition and enjoying life 
and even all other aspects of life depend on money.

It should be mentioned that some times working hard is not a choice. People work 
hardly despite themirselves in order for their family to survive. Particularly in third-
world countries they have to work hard to have just a medium level life. 

I want to acknowledge that I would like to be a rich woman some day. But making 
enormous amounts of muny money is not my goal. 

 In from my point of view, there is nobody who hates money. Life has several aspects 
and we should not sacrifice even one of them to makeing more money.  It is very 
important that every one finds out what are his their final goals are and never forget 
them. Also we should try hard to achieve them. People get as much money as they try 
and need and they should not ignore the quality of life



To conclude, It does not matter how much money you want to earn. The main reason 
that you make money for it is the an only important thing and a greate deal!


